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ABSTRACT 
By means of experimental methods, we studied in this thesis asymmetries related to 
Cantonese tones in continuous speech, from both production and perception 
perspectives. First, a tone production task (Experiment 1) was carried out to obtain the 
Fo movements corresponding to six basic Cantonese tones in citation form. The 
obtained acoustic data were evaluated against tone-letter label proposals by different 
scholars, leading to the observation that Bauer & Benedict's (1997) system provides 
the most accurate picture of Cantonese tones. With disyllabic tonal sequences 
(Experiment 2), we investigated contextual tonal variations (inter-tonal Fo influences) 
of Cantonese tones in both forward (carryover) and backward (anticipatory) 
directions. Specifically, contextual variation due to carryover effect is larger than that 
due to anticipatory effect, resulting in a production asymmetry that the second half of 
a syllable shows a smaller magnitude of Fo variations across different tonal contexts. 
Based on this directional asymmetry, tone perception experiments (Experiments 3 
and 4) were conducted to arrive at the perceptual asymmetry that the second half of a 
syllable is more salient for identifying tones in continuous speech. Two further 
experiments were then administered to generalize this observation to (1) syllables 
with different intensity profiles and (2) contour tones. It was found that intensity plays 
a minor yet noticeable role underlying the perceptual bias (Experiment 5)，as a drop in 
bias from 93.23% to 77.44% was reflected when intensity was increased at the onset 
portion of the target syllable. For contour tones, the second half of a syllable was 
found again more heavily relied on than the first half in tone perception (Experiment 
6). Zooming out from experimental details, the observed asymmetries in tone 
production and perception were argued to be compatible with a number of language 
phenomena like tone-spreading typology and contour tone distribution restrictions. 
Finally, discussion on possible new research questions and how our findings are 






Bauer & Benedict (1997)的系統最能代表粤語不同的聲調°在實驗二中’我們以 
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One of the perplexing problems in human language studies is the mapping between 
categorical units in our mind and continuous speech signals in the physical world. 
Human speech makes use of phonemes, which are discrete, as the basic units to 
convey information. However, when investigated under acoustic instrument, speech 
signals are transmitted in the form of air pressure perturbation patterns, which are 
continuous in nature. 
The difficulty of describing the mapping lies in inevitable existence of 
variations due to different factors along the articulatory-auditory pathway. At the 
articulation stage, different physiological characteristics of articulators of the vocal 
tract across speakers, for instance, lead to speech sounds with much inter-speaker 
variation, given the same phoneme in ones' mind. Peterson & Barney (1952) 
conducted a seminal study to demonstrate the considerable amount of formant 
frequency variation and heavy overlap of categories in vowel samples produced by 
subjects of different age and sex. Second, environmental noise level and transfer 
functions of communication medium are good examples at the transmission stage 
contributing to distortion of speech signals. Audibility of speech sounds deteriorates 
rapidly in an environment with high noise level. Similarly, band-pass filtering of 
speech signals over telephone transmission channels (especially in mobile telephones) 
leaves speech signals with low resemblance to the original natural speech. Finally, at 
the audition stage, certain components of speech waveform stimulating our ears 
cannot reach our brain due to masking effects. On top of these, there are still 
intra-speaker factors like time of the day (Garrett & Healey，1987), emotion 
(Chuenwattanapranithi etal, 2006), sentential position due to downdrift (Ohala, 1978) 
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and speaking rate (Miller et al., 1986; Zee, 2002; Wong, 2006c) which further 
introduce phonetic variations into speech signals even if they are produced by the 
same speaker. 
This thesis reports a series of experiments to unveil factors participating in the 
mapping from linguistic tones to their acoustical form (with focus on fundamental 
frequency! (F。))，with Cantonese� as the target language. The focus on Fo as acoustic 
correlate of linguistic tones is justified by findings from a number of previous studies. 
Physically, tones are realized in a number of co-varying acoustic dimensions, mainly 
Fo, duration and intensity, as exemplified by Zee's (1978) report on Taiwanese. 
Among them, Fo was reported for different tone languages to be the most prominent 
acoustic cue for tones (Fok, 1974; Lin, 1988; Abramson, 1972). Specifically, through 
removing individual acoustic cues and measuring confusions of tone identification 
responses, Fok (1974) and Lin (1988) found that tone perception in Cantonese and 
Mandarin could not be accomplished without Fo information. For Thai, Abramson 
(1972) studied tone perception with whispered speech, in which Fo information is 
virtually absent. He reported that in four tasks of identifying isolated whispered Thai 
words, average tone identification rate could never go beyond 46.2%, given a total of 
5 choices (i.e. a by-chance identification rate of 20%). As a result, we take their stance 
and treat Fo information as the primary acoustic correlate of the phonological tone and 
put our focus on investigating various production and perception phenomena 
associated with it. 
Context has been reported to be a significant source of variation in Fo contours. 
Like most tone languages, in citation form, Cantonese tones are associated with quite 
distinct Fo contours. The situation is more complicated when the tones appear in 
continuous speech, where the Fo contour associated with a particular tone is heavily 
1 For a signal with recurrent patterns, the smallest repeating unit with period T is obtained. 
Fundamental frequency (in Hertz (Hz) or cycle per second (cps)) is then computed by taking reciprocal 
of it (i.e. Fo= 1/7). 
2 In this thesis, by Cantonese we mean the Yue dialect variant used most frequently for daily 
conversation in Hong Kong, to be discriminated from another variant used in Guangzhou province, 
which was reported to have high-falling tone (Bauer, 1998). 
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influenced by its surrounding tonal environment, as reported for a number of 
East-Asian tone languages. According to the studies, carryover (forward) and 
anticipatory (backward) contextual effects differ in terms of their nature and 
magnitude. More details will be reviewed in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 presents two experiments, both conducted to investigate phonetic 
manifestation of Cantonese tones. First, Experiment 1 was designed to explore Fq 
contours corresponding to six Cantonese basic tones in their citation form. Acoustic 
results will then be compared against previous proposals of tone-letter labels. Next, in 
Experiment 2, the six Cantonese long tones were put into a carrier sentence to obtain 
contextual variations of Fo contours. The Fo contours will be shown to be in accord 
with the Target Approximation (TA) model (Xu & Wang, 2001)，which will be 
presented in more detail in Chapter 2. Following that, the hypothesized pitch targets 
for the six Cantonese tones will be computed numerically. Finally, with citation forms 
from Experiment 1，the nature and magnitude of contextual variation will be studied 
in more detail, leading to the directional asymmetry in terms of variation magnitude. 
Drawing acoustic evidence from various tone production tasks in Chapter 3， 
Chapter 4 investigates the corresponding perceptual bias in tone identification. The 
tone production experiment from Chapter 3 indicates a larger carryover (forward) 
effect than anticipatory (backward) effect, leading to a higher Fo-tone consistency for 
the second half of a syllable than the first half in continuous speech. Chapter 4 focuses 
on investigating whether this asymmetric degree of Fo-tone consistency is exploited 
by our tone perception system. Results from Experiment 3 and 4 show that the second 
half of a syllable is more heavily relied on than the first half in tone identification in 
Cantonese. After then, two follow-up studies will be presented to generalize the 
results to (1) syllable configurations with different intensity profiles (Experiment 5) 
and (2) contour tones (Experiment 6). 
With evidence from related linguistic studies supporting our findings, Chapter 
5 summarizes the thesis. In addition, suggestions for tone acquisition studies are given: 
it is argued that the observed asymmetries in tone production (Chapter 3) and tone 
perception (Chapter 4) can serve as landmarks of tone acquisition. Moreover, the first 
half of a syllable, though proved less perceptual less salient than the second half in 
Chapter 4，does play a role in change of tone systems. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TONES IN CONTINUOUS SPEECH 
Speech segments, when appearing in isolation and in continuous speech, exhibit many 
differences. In this chapter, studies on both production and perception of tones in 
continuous speech are reviewed to demonstrate these differences due to presence of 
context. In particular, the Target Approximation (TA) model (Xu & Wang, 2001), on 
which our analyses of tone production data in Chapter 3 are based, will be introduced. 
2.1 Production of tones 
When speech segments are articulated in succession, their acoustic features inevitably 
influence each other. The case for tone has been demonstrated for a number of tone 
languages like Thai (Candour et al, 1994; Potisuk et al. 1997), Vietnamese (Han & 
Kim, 1974)，Mandarin (Shen, 1990; Xu, 1997) and Cantonese (Liu, 2001; Chang, 
2003). According to these studies, tones influence their neighboring tones in both 
forward (carryover / perseverative / progressive effect) and backward (anticipatory / 
regressive effect) directions. Asymmetries in these carryover and anticipatory effects 
were reported. 
Candour et al, (1994) reported that Thai tones are more influenced by 
carryover than anticipatory effect and that contextual variations due to carryover 
effect extend further into the adjacent tone (carryover:�75% into the following 
syllable vs. anticipatory:�50% into the preceding syllable). Similar results were 
obtained in the study by Potisuk et al. (1997): carryover effect poses greater influence 
on Thai tones. From the data in the study, all the five Thai tones were affected by 
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carryover assimilation^ while only high and rising tones were affected by anticipatory 
dissimilation'^. For Vietnamese, Han & Kim (1974) made use of a disyllabic target 
word to study contextual tonal variation. The phonetic variation of the tones was 
reported to be greater in the second syllable than in the first syllable. This was 
interpreted as a greater carryover effect than anticipatory effect in Vietnamese, 
consistent with that of Thai. Similarly, Xu's (1997) report on Mandarin revealed the 
differences between carryover and anticipatory effects in terms of magnitude and 
nature: carryover effect is assimilatory while anticipatory effect is mostly 
dissimilatory. Furthermore, the magnitude of carryover effect is comparatively 
greater than that of anticipatory effect. In contrast to the results put forward so far, 
Shen (1990) reported symmetric contextual effect: statistical tests on the data in the 
study did not show significant difference between effects in the two directions. The 
situation is equally unclear in Cantonese: Chang (2003) claimed that anticipatory 
effect appeared to be smaller than carryover effect while Liu's (2001) study reported 
symmetric carryover and anticipatory effects. Moreover, Mandarin and Jinanese, both 
involved in Liu's study, were reported to even have larger amount of anticipatory 
effect than carryover effect. Experiments aiming at clarifying the situation in 
Cantonese are reported in Chapter 3. A plausible explanation for the discrepancy 
between results from different scholars will also be given. 
To account for FQ movement patterns observed in Mandarin continuous speech, 
a Target Approximation (TA) model was proposed by Xu & Wang (2001). The model 
3 Assimilation describes a situation where two neighbouring identities become similar to each other. In 
terms of tonal assimilation, neighbouring tones have Fq movements becoming more similar to each 
other. For carryover assimilation, onset Fq of a tone T^ is higher when it follows a tone T/, with 
relatively high offset Fq (in citation form) than the case when it follows a tone T(: with relatively low 
offset Fo (in citation form). In other words, onset Fq of T^ assimilates to become more similar to the 
offset Fo of the preceding tone. 
4 Dissimilation represents the opposite situation of assimilation in that two neighbouring identities 
become less similar to each other. For anticipatory dissimilation, offset Fo of a tone Ta is higher when it 
precedes a tone T/, with relatively low onset Fq (in citation form) than the case when it precedes a tone 
T(' with relatively high onset Fo (in citation form). Put it another way, offset Fq of T^ moves in an 
opposite direction relative to the onset Fq of the following tone. 
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hypothesizes that each syllable in continuous speech is associated with an underlying 
pitch target, determined by the tone associated with the syllable. Fo movement can 
then be treated as the continuous and asymptotic approximating action starting from 
syllable onset towards those hypothesized pitch targets. Fig. 1 shows an example Fo 
plot of a high level tone followed by a rising tone. Starting from onset of the first 
syllable, Fo asymptotically approaches the first pitch target (i.e. the level thick black 
line). Similarly, after entering the second syllable, Fo drops first, and then rises again 
to approach the next target (i.e. the slant thick black line). The first pitch target 
illustrated here is a static target (i.e. a target with a register specification, like [high], 
[mid] or [low]) while the second one is a dynamic target (i.e. a target with a linear 
movement specification, such as [rise] or [fall]). 
^ static target ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
、 z dynamic target (R) 
high level rising 
time 
Figure 1: Fo contours for a hypothetical disyllabic sequence with a high level 
tone followed by a rising tone. 
The asymptotic approximation of an Fo contour function P{t) can be expressed 
mathematically (Sun, 2001) as 
T(t) 二 mt + c (1) 
P(t) = pe]' + T{t) = Pe-入‘+ mt + c � 
where p and X are respectively the scaling coefficient and the rate controlling 
parameter of the approximation action (the exponential function diminishes 
while t is increasing) and T{t) = + c is a linear function for the hypothesized 
underlying pitch target. With samples of speech data fed into Equation (2), the 
hypothesized pitch target can be computed. 
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2.2 Perception of tones 
Ladefoged & Broadbent (1957) reported contextual effect of a carrier sentence on 
vowel perception. A target syllable /b-V-i! (V takes the formant frequency values 
leading to perception of the whole word as "bit", "bet", "bat" and "but") was placed 
after a carrier sentence "Please say what this word is". The result was surprising in 
that, with a fixed target word, carrier sentences with different formant frequency 
manipulations yielded different perception of the target word. Reducing F1 (the first 
formant) values of the carrier sentence, for instance, shifts the perception of the target 
word from "bit" to "bet", merely having the same effect as increasing the F1 of it. 
Similar to tone production, the presence and absence of context also makes a 
difference in tone perception. Referring to some such studies (Leather, 1983; Lin & 
Wang, 1985; Moore & Jongman, 1997; Wong, 1999; Wong & Diehl，2003), the 
context was reported to be heavily relied on in tone perception. Lin & Wang (1985) 
tested relative tone perception in Mandarin. A fixed target syllable, which was 
followed by another syllable, was perceived differently when the following syllable 
was manipulated in Fo level. For Cantonese, in Wong (1999) and Wong & Diehl 
(2003), a target syllable associated with Cantonese mid-level tone was placed after a 
carrier sentence. By raising / lowering Fo level of the carrier sentence alone, the target 
syllable was perceived to be associated with a low- / mid-level tone. Combining 
results from these studies, tone perception is certainly influenced by its preceding and 
following tonal contexts. This utilization of contextual information in tone perception 
is also well-attested in studies on speaker normalization in tone perception (Leather, 
1983; Moore & Jongman, 1997). Mandarin subjects were found to adjust their 
identification responses of the target words according to the carrier sentences, which 
had Fo manipulated to reflect different speaker characteristics. Recently, Francis et al, 
(2006) carried out an experiment to compare the relative effect of the preceding and 
following contexts on tone perception. By shifting the tonal context before and after 
the target word independently in different directions, more determinant effect was 
obtained for the following context. This result exemplifies a possible asymmetry in 
tone perception in terms of direction of context. A similar tone perception asymmetry, 
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but in terms of temporal location within the target syllable, will be demonstrated in 
Chapter 4. 
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In a tone language, the Fo values associated with different tones are acoustically 
realized with large variations depending on the tonal context. While syllables of 
different tones are always associated with quite distinct Fo contours when produced in 
isolation, those Fo contours show much deviation from their citation forms in 
continuous speech depending on neighboring tones, as reported for Mandarin (Shen, 
1990; Xu，1997), Thai (Candour et al, 1994; Potisuk et al, 1997)，Vietnamese (Han 
& Kim，1974) and Cantonese (Liu, 2001; Chang, 2003). 
We first establish as reference the citation forms of the six Cantonese tones in 
Section 3.1, before investigating their contextual variants in Section 3.2. To facilitate 
discussion, the six basic Cantonese tones are labeled T! through 丁6 while segmental 
components are transcribed using Jyutping^. 
3.1 Tones in isolation - Experiment 1 
To study the connections between tones in continuous speech and their respective 
citation forms, we first obtained the Fo contours of the six Cantonese tones in 
isolation. 
5 Jyutping (LSHK，1997) is the romanization system adopted by LSHK (Linguistic Society of Hong 
Kong). Essentially, syllables \x\ Jyutping diXQ expressed by concatenating segmental and tonal labels, for 
instance, gaal refers to a syllable gaa ([ka]), associated with T, (high level tone). Jyutping 
transcriptions are printed italicized in this thesis. 
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Introduction 
Cantonese has 6 long tones, including 3 level tones (high level Ti, mid level T3 and 
mid-low level 丁6)’ two rising tones (high rising T2 and mid-low rising T5) and one 
falling tone (mid-low falling T4). There are 3 more short/entering tones (T7, Tg and T9) 
which are associated only with syllables closed with codas /p/’ /t/ or /k/. However, as 
those 3 tones have Fo contours observed to be abbreviated versions of the 3 level tones 
(丁1，丁3 and Tg) respectively, only 6 basic tones are claimed to be in Hong Kong 
Cantonese (Bauer, 1998). Similarly, Jyutping denotes T7 through T9 as Ti, T3 and Tq 
respectively. Considering this as well as their low frequency of occurrence in 
everyday speech (9.19% in Fok (1974)，9.4% in Fok (1979) and 9.00% in Leung et al. 
(2004)), the short tones are omitted here for simplicity. 
Material 
Fo is observed to be influenced by many segmental factors like consonant 
environment (House & Fairbanks, 1953; Hombert, 1978; Xu & Wallace, 2004) and 
vowel type (e.g. Peterson & Barney, 1952; House & Fairbanks, 1953; Lehiste & 
Peterson, 1961). As an attempt to obtain the "pure" underlying Fo trajectories of the 
six Cantonese citation tones by minimizing such Fo perturbations, we made use of the 
syllable [ji] (Ji) in this experiment for the following reasons: first, the glide consonant 
[j] is voiced, illustrating Fo movement throughout the whole syllable. Second, [j] can 
be treated as a non-syllabic version of the vowel [i], avoiding minor (e.g. 6 Hz 
between [i] and [s] for men in Peterson & Barney, 1952) yet consistent Fo difference 
due to vowel height. Third, Chinese morphemes are available for the syllable ji 
associating with all the six long tones, making the syllable elicitation process more 
natural. 
Recording and Fo extraction 
Four (3 males and 1 female) native Cantonese speakers participated in the recording 
task. Recording was done in a quiet room, with a Sony ECM-MS907 electret 
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condenser microphone. A total of 60 stimuli, comprising 6 t o n e s � e a c h with 10 
repetitions, were prepared for each subject. The pool of stimuli, grouped in blocks of 
10，were presented in randomized order to each subject, who was requested to 
produce each test word in normal speaking rate. For our final data analysis, 5 tokens 
per subject were selected based on the least-square error? criterion. After syllable 
segmentation, Fo extraction was carried out in PRAAT, with hand labeling in case of 
missing vocal pulse cycles by machine labeling ^. Each syllable was divided 
temporally into 20 equal parts and average Fo was obtained for each part. 
Results and discussion 
The six long tones in Cantonese are associated with distinct Fo contours as shown in 
the time-Fo plot in Fig. 2. Data averaged over all the subjects are shown here as a 
similar pattern is exhibited across participants^. Investigated acoustically, all the tones 
surface as continuous movements of Fo values and that multiple turning points can be 
observed in a single Fo trajectory, making the classification into traditional categories 
"level", "rising" and "falling" non-obvious (e.g. Ti, traditionally classified as high 
level, consists of a rising at the onset, followed by a level and eventually a falling 
movements). Nonetheless, to facilitate discussion, we make use of these terms to refer 
to different tones. Generally speaking, for Cantonese, the lower half tonal space is 
6 The six stimuli w e r e j i l ( ' c l o t h e s '衣 \ j i 2 ('to rely on’ ^)Ji3 ( ' m e a n i n g '意 \ j i 4 ('to suspect'疑)， 
ji5 ('with' mji6 ('two' 二 ) . 
7 The difference between a measurement (Fo values in this case) of a certain object (Fo values from a 
particular Fq contour in this case) and that of a reference object (the averaged Fo contour in this case) is 
raised to the 2"'' power to obtain the square error. The term square error is computed for every 
candidate object, from which the one with minimal value of square error is decided as the winning 
candidate. 
8 Missing vocal cycles by machine labelling appear visually as sudden drops in Fo in obtained Fq curves. 
These happen for instance, with creaky voice portions often associated with male mid-low falling T4. 
9 In this study, relative Fo movement rather than absolute Fq values are used to make comparisons on 
various previously proposed tone-letter systems. In terms of the relative Fo movement, a similar pattern 
is observed across male and female subjects. Consequently, the averaging of data from all the subjects 
does not affect the validity of our findings. 
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more crowded, where onset portions of Fo contours of two rising (T2, T5), one level 
(丁6) and one falling (T4) tones reside. Given the same syllable structure (/"/), slight 
durational differences can be observed across the six long tones. Among them, T2 is 
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Figure 2: Fo plots for the six citation tones in Cantonese. 
These results are compared to tone-letter labels (Chao, 1930) from different 
previous proposals as summarized in Table 1. Referring to Fig. 1, the three level tones 
(Ti, T3 and 丁6) are located at high, mid and mid-low regions of the tonal space, with 
slight falling trends for T3 and Te, possibly due to Fo declination. Valid for all the 
subjects, the high level Ti does not show significant fall during its course, matching 
Vance (1976)，Zee (1991) and Bauer & Benedict's (1997) labels the best, while the 
‘53，labels by Chao (1947) and Hashimoto (1972) may indeed reflect the high-falling 
form still present today in Guangzhou Cantonese. The acoustic distance between Ti 
and T3 is larger than that between T3 and To, as accurately captured by Vance, Zee and 
Bauer & Benedict's labels (Ti： 55’ T3： 33, Te： 22); From tone-letter labels determined 
impressionistically by Chao (1947): ('35' for high rising T2 and ‘23’ for mid-low 
rising T5), as well as two later proposals (Hashimoto, 1972; Vance, 1977), the two 
rising tones differ by both their onset and offset Fo. Later on, Bauer (1998) made use 
of acoustic measurement to propose a reassessment of T2 as '25' and T5 as '23', 
limiting the difference between the two rising tones to only the offset Fo values. Our 
data lends support to Bauer's (1998) proposal (and thus Bauer & Benedict's system) 
as observed from the nearly overlapping Fo trajectories at the onset regions of both 
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rising tones in Fig. 2; The falling tone T4 has a phonetic form with more negative 
slope compared to the three level tones, with its onset Fo value at proximity of T2, T5 
and 丁6，and offset reaching the floor of the whole tonal space. Consequently, the label 
of '21' by all except Vance summarizes this acoustic characteristic well. With the 
above considerations, Bauer & Benedict's (1997) proposal shows the best match with 
our acoustic data from Experiment 1. 
Table 1: Tone-letter labels by different scholars. 
I Ti I T2 I T3 I T4 I Ts I T6 
Chao(1947) ^ 3 5 ^ 2 3 五 
Hashimoto (1972) J l > ^ 4 4 1 \ ^ ^ 
Vance (1976) ^ ^ ^ U 1 3 ^ 
Zee (1991) ^ ^ 2 \ ^ W 
Bauer & Benedict ( 1 9 9 7 ) ^ ^ B T l n ^ 
Moving our focus to the onset and offset Fo, which are important for contextual 
tonal variation discussion, T2，丁4，丁5 and 丁6 have relatively low onset Fq while T] has 
relatively high onset F。； the offset Fo of Ti and T2 are relatively high while those of T4 
and 丁6 are relatively low. 
To sum up, with a tone production task, we obtained the acoustic 
manifestations of the six citation tones in Cantonese, where the corresponding Fo 
movements are quite distinct from each other. 
3.2 Tones in context 一 Experiment 2 
After establishing the phonetic form of Cantonese tones in isolation in the previous 
section, we now move on to the contextual forms of those Cantonese tones"^. 
10 The study on contextual tonal variations of Cantonese tones has been presented at the International 
Conference on Speech Prosody 2006 (Wong, 2006b) at Dresden, Germany. 
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Introduction 
Table 2 lists previous studies on contextual tonal variations in a number of East-Asian 
tone languages, with their corresponding experimental design parameters. Usually, to 
examine effect of tonal context on Fo movement, disyllabic or trisyllabic target 
sequences associated with systematically varied tonal specifications (e.g. nine 
combinations: Ti-Ti，T1-T2, T1-T3, T2-T1, T2-T2, T2-T3, T3-T1, T3-T2, T3-T3 in a 
three-tone system) are recorded for studying contextual effect on Fo both in forward 
(carryover) and backward (anticipatory) directions. For those target sequences, some 
used non-sense reduplicated version of a single syllable (e.g. /pa/ in Shen (1990) and 
/ma/ in Xu (1997))，whereas others opted for actual words. Han & Kim (1974), for 
instance, chose actual words with mostly voiced onset consonants as their target 
sequences. Chang (2003) took the third approach by using actual words with the 
target syllable fixed to be /ji/. When creating stimuli for tone production tasks, all but 
Chang (2003) placed them in a carrier sentence. Similar to the current study, the 
majority of them made use of disyllabic sequences as their targets. 
Table 2: Previous studies on contextual tonal variations. 
Use of 
Reference Language Target syllable Target type 
carrier? 
Shen (1990) Mandarin /pa-pa-pa/ Yes trisyllabic 
Xu (1997) Mandarin /ma-ma/ Yes disyllabic 
Liu (2001) Mandarin /shi-shi/ 
Jinanese /shi-shi/ Yes disyllabic 
Cantonese /si-si/ 
Chang (2003) Cantonese actual words with /ji/ No disyllabic 
Han & Kim (1974) actual words with 
Vietnamese Yes disyllabic 
voiced consonants 
Candour et al. (1994) actual words with 
Thai Yes disyllabic 
stops and fricatives 
Potisuk et al. (1997) actual words with 
Thai Yes trisyllabic 
voiced consonants 
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Focusing on Cantonese, in spite of similar work conducted previously in 
Cantonese (Liu, 2001; Chang, 2003), our current study is motivated by some observed 
inadequacies found in these studies. First, in Liu's (2001) study, the disyllabic 
sequence si-si ([si-si]) was placed in a carrier sentence for tone production task. The 
frication portion associated with each target syllable's onset consonant resulted in 
regions of aperiodicity (with no fundamental frequency). Since Fo corresponds to the 
continuous adjustment of vocal fold tension which is present no matter whether Fo is 
detectable or not, we used a syllable voiced throughout its whole duration to obtain 
the full picture of vocal fold tension adjustment. 
Next, Chang (2003) took as the target actual disyllabic words containing the 
syllable ji ([ji]), such as jiljyun2 "hospital" and mmg4jil "famous doctor". Similar to 
the syllable ji, the neighboring constituent syllable in the disyllabic word must be 
voiced throughout, like jyun2 and mmg4 mentioned above. This design eliminated the 
problem of undetectable Fo in Liu (2001), while the use of actual words increases the 
possibility of Fo interference from habitual stress patterns of those words. Moreover, 
as listed in Table 2, Chang presented those disyllabic words as isolated items, leaving 
the onset of the first syllable and the offset of the second syllable as utterance 
boundaries. The results thus obtained in this way may not be easily applicable to 
continuous speech, where sententially non-initial and non-final syllables are 
surrounded and influenced by neighboring syllables. We tackled these problems by 
embedding our target sequence in a carrier sentence and making use of non-sense 
items, as presented below. 
Material 
As summarized before, previous studies like Chang (2003) and Candour et al. (1994) 
opted for natural lexical items. By doing so, Fo perturbations from different consonant 
environment (House & Fairbanks，1953; Hombert, 1978; Xu & Wallace，2004) and 
vowel types (House & Fairbanks, 1953) were inevitably introduced. To minimize 
these effects as well as to prevent habitual stress patterns of actual words, nonsense 
disyllabic sequences were used in this study. As mentioned previously, to obtain a full 
picture of Fo movement, we used syllables which can show continuous Fo contours 
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throughout the whole duration. As a result, oral stops and fricatives, which are all 
voiceless in Cantonese, were ruled out as the candidate. For accurate syllable 
segmentation, ji can no longer be used in this task, but instead, a voiced consonant 
providing a clear acoustic landmark is preferred. As there is a widely attested free 
variation between velar nasal stop and null onset consonant, as well as a trend to 
substitute /!/ for /n/, we finally chose lau as the tone-carrying syllable after taking into 
consideration of the above factors. The disyllabic sequence lau-lau was embedded in 
a carrier sentence “keoi5 heoiS leoiS hang4” ("He/she goes to for a trip") for 
tone production task. Exhausting all the six lexical tones in Cantonese, 36 
permutations were obtained. 
Recording and Fo extraction 
Four university graduates (3 males and 1 female), who were native Cantonese 
speakers, took part in the study. Recording sessions were carried out in a quiet room, 
with a Sony ECM-MS957 electret condenser microphone. In each session, 36 
combinations of test sentences were presented to each subject in random order. As all 
the test sentences contained the disyllabic sequence lau-lau with extremely low 
frequency of occur rence in native Cantonese lexicon, subjects were requested to 
produce a given sentence with successive repetitions so as to simplify the task of 
sentence production. Recording sessions were monitored by the author and a 
repetition was requested whenever an utterance was judged deviated from the 
presented test sentence. Finally, a total of 5 repetitions for each combination were 
obtained. The utterances were all recorded in PRAAT, digitized at a sampling rate of 
22 kHz for analysis. 
Syllable segmentation and Fo extraction procedure were similar to Experiment 
I except that 10 average Fo values were extracted from each syllable. In addition, 
duration was ignored and all syllables were time-normalized for the current 
experiment. 
II For the lau-lau sequence, all the 36 combinations (6 tones x 6 tones) except one are non-existent in 
native Cantonese lexicon. The only exception is laul-lau2, meaning "buttons of a coat". 
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Results - Anticipatory effect 
Fig. 3 shows the pooled results of the target sequence laii-lau. The Fo contours are 
grouped by tone of the first syllable into 6 graphs. To facilitate discussion, we use 
and S2 to denote respectively the two syllables in each graph from now on, with 5*1 
preceding S2. 
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Figure 3: Fq contours for disyllabic (Sr S^ sequences with fixed Sj (Tj to T^). 
Generally speaking, the anticipatory effect is not large, and appears to be 
dissimilatory in nature. Anticipatory effect is smaller than carryover effect, which we 
will present later on, as observed in the great overlap of Fq contours of S\ in Fig. 3c 
through 3f. Among the figures, Fig. 3a illustrates most clearly the nature of 
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anticipatory effect such that Fo contours arranged in descending order of the Fo level 
of Su are T1-T2 > T1-T4 > Ti-Te > T1-T3 > T1-T5 > Tj-Ti. The preceding T2, T4 or Te, 
three tones having relative low onset Fo in citation form (from Experiment 1)，showed 
up as having higher Fo level than the S\ preceding tones associated with relative high 
onset Fo in citation form (from Experiment 1)，like T3 and Ti. For Fig. 3b to 3f，as 
there are heavy overlaps as well as crossing points between Fq contours of S\, it is less 
easy to observe the trends. To simplify the picture, we only consider two extremes of 
relative onset Fo values by comparing the anticipatory effects due to Ti (high onset Fo 
in citation form) and T4 (low onset Fo in citation form). We find that the average Fo 
level of preceding T4 was always higher than that preceding Ti (e.g. 130.87Hz for 
in T6-T4 vs. 128.94Hz for in Te-Ti (Fig. 3f)), while the duration of this Fo level 
difference varied across tones. The Fo level difference was true for the whole syllable 
duration in case of 5*1 being Ti and T2 (i.e. Fig, 3a and 3b), while for the other tones, 
the Fo difference was observed for around 75% of the duration from the onset (Fig. 3c 
to 3f), beyond which intersections between S\- Ti and S\- T4 contours can be 
observed. 
In sum, Fig. 3 illustrates the dissimilatory nature of anticipatory e f f e c t 
agreeing with results previously reported by Candour et al (1994), Xu (1997), Liu 
(2001) and Chang (2003). 
Results - Carryover effect 
In contrast to anticipatory effect, carryover effect was observed to be neatly 
assimilatory in nature. Fig. 4 shows the pooled results of Fo contours of the lau-lau 
sequences grouped by S2. The Fo onsets of S2 are always biased towards the direction 
of offset Fo of <Si. As an illustration, the onset Fo of Si following Ti, T2 (two tones with 
relatively high offset Fo in citation form) are always raised higher than those 
12 It must be noted that in our results, the anticipatory effect is most clearly reflected in TpT^ (Fig. 3a) 
and T2-Tjf (Fig. 3b) where they are shown to be dissimilatory in nature. The effect is not as prominent in 
the other tone sequences, where the differences are present in numerical data (e.g. average Fq of 
131.05Hz for T5 preceding T4 vs. 129.42Hz for T5 preceding T, (Fig. 3e)) while they may not be seen 
clearly on the figures. 
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following the other preceding tones. Also, T4, having the lowest offset Fo in citation 
form (from Fig. 2), always lowers the onset Fo of S2 the most. 
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Figure 4: Fo contours for disyllabic (Si- S^ sequences with fixed S2 (Tj to Te). 
By visual inspection, the Fo contours of S2 carrying one of the three level tones 
Ti, T3 and Te (Fig. 4a, 4c, 4f) converge to lines parallel to the x-axis, while the Fo 
contours of S2 carrying one of the two rising tones T2 and T5 (Fig. 4b and 4e) converge 
to two lines with different positive slopes, with the slope of T2 being steeper. 
Interestingly, the F�contours of T4 — ) (Fig. 4d), which is a falling tone in citation 
form (both according to traditional description of it as a mid-low falling tone and 
acoustic form of a steep falling trajectory as shown in Fig. 2), converge to again a 
level line {S2 in Fig. 4d), similar to those three level tones. 
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Results 一 Pitch target computation 
Our acoustic results, as observed from Fig. 4a to 4f, all show converging Fo 
trajectories towards end of the second syllable position, similar to the pattern 
appearing in Fig. 3 of Xu's (1997) Mandarin study. These converging Fo trajectories 
(Fig. 4a to 4f) match well with the TA model (Xu & Wang，2001)，which hypothesizes 
that in continuous speech, each syllable is associated with an underlying pitch target' 
and surface Fo contours in turn show speakers' effort to approximate corresponding 
pitch targets of individual syllables. It is thus of interest to derive the hypothesized 
pitch targets in Cantonese from our acoustic data. 
By feeding our acoustic data into the mathematical formulation of the TA 
model (Equation (2) in Chapter 2), we computed the underlying pitch targets for the 
six Cantonese long tones by means of regression analysis. For the Fo contour of a 7} 
syllable preceded by a T, syllable, { i j = 1’ 2，…，6)，let F"(A：) be the mean Fo of the k^^ 
i k= 1, 2, 10) sub-part of the Ty syllable. To illustrate this idea, the Fo contours of a 
丁6 syllable preceded by a T；, syllable {x= 1, 2, 6) are shown in Fig. 4f. Applying 
Equation (2), the Fo values predicted by the TA model at the corresponding points 
Pij{k) can be expressed as 
P丨M � = f ¥ � ' + m j k + Cj (3) 
where 广,)，Xij are parameters controlling the transition from T, to Ty while mj, cj are 
parameters of the underlying pitch target of T , To estimate parameters of the pitch 
targets, for each tone Ty, we applied the least-square fitting algorithm to minimize the 
error term 
6 10 2 
(4) 
/=1 k=3 
From Fig. 4, we can observe Fo peak delay due to overshooting (Xu & Wang, 
2001) for the two rising tones T2 and T5 from S\, which is not accounted for by 
13 More details on definition and types of pitch target are presented in Section 2.1. 
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Equation (3) at the current stage. To minimize this effect, we only considered Fo 
points from the to the lO'*^  sub-parts in actual calculation^'^, such that the index of k 
in Equation (4) counted from 3 to 10. The six pitch targets thus obtained are shown in 
Fig. 5. They are slightly rising for Ti, falling for T3, T4 and 丁6 and rising for T2 and T5, 
Basically, the computed pitch targets agree in terms of slope with visual inspection of 
the converging Fq trajectories in S2 position in Fig. 4 (i.e. the location of the 
hypothesized pitch targets). More interestingly, the computed pitch target for T4 has a 
slope not very different from T3 and Te, similar to visual inspection again, contrasting 
with traditional classification of them into separate level and falling tones. 
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Figure 5: Pitch targets computed by minimizing Equation (4), 
Results - Magnitude of variation 
We now compare the magnitude of Fo variation of the six tones due to anticipatory 
and carryover effects, as shown in Fig. 6. Each of them is obtained from computing 
the standard deviation (SD) of points along the Fo contours in different tonal 
environment. The contour for 丁丨(Tv_) in Fig. 6b, for instance, comes from standard 
deviation of all the 6 Fo contours in 5*2 position of Fig. 4a. To illustrate the difference 
in magnitude due to directionality, the scales of the 少-axes of the two figures are set 
identical. We may observe that carryover effect is large at the syllable onset, reaching 
24.26 Hz for T4 and deteriorating to values below 5Hz at the syllable offset position. 
14 The decision to discard Fo points from the l" and 2"'' sub-parts is based on judgement from Fig. 4 that 
for Fo contours with rising tones at 5, position (e.g. T2-T4, Tj-Te), Fq is still moving up after it enters 
position in spite of the fact that Si starts with a low Fq. This is probably due to overshooting from the 
syllable at S\ position. Further tests can be carried out for inclusion of different range of Fq points. 
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Suppose we take standard deviation of 5Hz as the threshold, carryover effect is found 
to go into 50% of 52. Arranging in ascending order of variation in terms of averaged 
standard deviation (ASD) values of we get the sequence: T 1 < T 3 < T 5 < T 6 < T 2 < 
T4. Given the fact that T5 and Ts have very close values of ASD (7.16 Hz vs. 7.19 Hz), 
our data suggest that in Cantonese, level tones are the least susceptible to carryover 
effect, whereas the falling tone is the most susceptible. 
Compared to the decreasing magnitude of carryover effect across the whole 
syllable duration, tonal variations due to anticipatory effect are rather uniform, with 
only a very slight increasing trend moving towards the offset region. On the whole, 
tonal variation due to carryover effect is clearly larger than that due to anticipatory 
effect. 
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Figure 6: Magnitude of variations in Fo contours of tones in different tonal 
environment. 
3.3 Discussion 
After presenting acoustic data and analyses on Cantonese tones, several related issues 
are discussed here. First, results on asymmetry of magnitude of variation are 
evaluated against previous related studies. Then, evidence is drawn from a number of 
studies to verify the different phenomena under different settings exhibited by T4. 
Finally, generalization of our results is briefly discussed. 
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Relative magnitude of contextual variations 
From Fig. 6, it is observed that carryover effect is greater in magnitude than 
anticipatory effect. We now try to compare and integrate our result with related 
findings in some previous studies. 
Results on the two kinds of contextual effects from previous similar studies are 
shown in Table 3, which is essentially a snapshot of Table 2 with a new column 
appended. We may observe that there are mainly two views regarding this query, 
namely (1) context effect is larger in the forward direction, or in other words, 
carryover effect is larger than anticipatory effect (e.g. Xu (1997) and Potisuk et al. 
(1997)) and (2) anticipatory effect is not less than or even greater than carryover effect 
(Shen, 1990; Liu, 2001). 
Table 3: Comparison of results on contextual tonal variations by different scholars. 
Reference Target syllable Relative magnitude of variation 
Shen (1990) /pa-pa-pa/ similar 
Xu (1997) /ma-ma/ carryover > anticipatory 
Liu (2001) /shi-shi/ carryover < anticipatory 
/shi-shi/ carryover < anticipatory 
/si-si/ similar 
Chang (2003) actual words with /ji/ carryover > anticipatory 
Han & Kim (1974) actual words with 
carryover > anticipatory 
voiced consonants 
Candour e/a/. (1994) actual words with . . 
carryover > anticipatory 
stops and fricatives 
Potisuk et al. ( 1 9 9 7 ) a c t u a l words with , . 
carryover > anticipatory 
voiced consonants 
It is obvious from our data that carryover effect is much larger than the 
anticipatory one. The discrepancy described by different scholars can be attributed to 
the different syllable types used in arriving at the degree of variation. In particular, /si/ 
(and /shi/) and /pa/ were used respectively in Liu (2001) and Shen (1990). They are 
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common in terms of the presence of a voiceless portion (i.e. region of invisible Fo 
values) at syllable onsets, which can span a considerable proportion of the syllable 
length (e.g. -30% for /sa/ in Zee (2002)). Fq information is measurable only in the 
remaining voiced regions, as observed from the discontinuous Fo trajectories in 
figures like Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.5 in Liu (2001). 
On the other hand, except Gandour et al (1994), the syllables used in the 
remaining studies like Chang (2003) and Xu (1997) as well as the current study are 
common in that the voiced region spans the whole syllable, as seen from the 
continuous Fq contours thus obtained. Inspecting Fig. 4 above, the region of Fq 
contours most susceptible to variations in the carryover case is at the onset region of a 
syllable (also valid for data in studies like Potisuk et al. (1997) and Xu (1997))，which 
cannot be examined if voiceless obstruents or sibilants are used as the consonant, as in 
Shen (1990) and Liu (2001). If it can only be obtained on the remaining Fo contour, 
the carryover effect is consequently underestimated. 
What remains unclear is the study by Gandour et al. (1994): target syllables 
with (voiceless) stops were used while the result "carryover > anticipatory" was 
claimed. Owing to no common objective measure among studies to relate the 
comparative magnitude of different effects, this case cannot be clarified at the 
moment and is left as an exception here. 
Summing up, the tone production asymmetry we obtained is compatible with 
the majority of previous reports, and at the same time much of the disagreement from 
the remaining studies is accounted for by the target syllable type used. Of course, 
controlled experiments are needed to give a rigorous verification of this explanation. 
Cantonese T4 in context 
A significant discrepancy between production in isolation and in context can be seen 
for Cantonese T4. In its citation form, both from our acoustic data and the commonly 
agreed tone-letter label of '21' (Chao, 1947; Hashimoto, 1972; Bauer & Benedict, 
1997; Zee, 1991), T4 is classified as a falling tone. But according to our data on 
contextual tonal variations, T4 surfaces with similar trajectories as the three level 
tones in continuous speech: in position in Fig. 3d, Fo movement of T4 is near-level 
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(more accurately with a small degree of rising) towards end of syllable, similar to the 
case for other level tones Ti, T3 and Tg in respectively Fig. 3a, 3c and 3f; In S^ i position 
in Fig. 4d, near-level converging Fq trajectories of T4 appearing near syllable offset, 
similar to other level tones in Fig. 4a, 4c, 4f, can be o b s e r v e d i ^ . This agrees with 
results from a phonetic study of prosody of disyllabic and polysyllabic words (Lee et 
a/.，2002b) in which some Cantonese T4 tones were claimed to be possibly produced 
as low level. Similar evidence can be drawn from two previous studies (Liu, 2001; 
Chang，2003) on Cantonese tonal variations, again using disyllabic tonal sequences as 
their target word. In particular, Fo contours of T4 obtained by them do not reach floor 
of the tonal space in the first syllable of the target (analogous to S\ position in our 
Experiment 2). They do so, however, in the second syllable of the target (analogous to 
Si position in our Experiment 2). For Chang (2003), the second syllable of the target 
corresponds to utterance-final position, as the target words were presented in isolation 
as previously noted. The lowering then can be well explained by interference from 
utterance-final Fq lowering (Lee et al, 2002b). This explanation does not work for 
Liu's (2001) study, as she placed the target sequence in a carrier sentence. Whether 
this disagreement of results relies on speaking rate of elicitation or other factors 
awaits further investigation. 
Nevertheless, based on our acoustic data as well as the pitch target computation, 
Cantonese T4 apparently behaves as a low level tone in continuous speech, especially 
in non-final positions. 
Further generalizations 
Given the limitation of target word in our study to a single CV syllable structure, as 
well as a particular consonant-vowel combination (lau), the likeliness of our results 
15 Fig. 3 and 6 in Xu (1997) show example Fq trajectories of a falling tone (tone 4 in Mandarin) in 
connected speech. The converging Fq trajectories follow an obvious falling path, essentially different 
from those of level tones (e.g. tone I in Mandarin). However，it must be noted that tone 4 in Mandarin, 
when produced in isolation，falls with a much steeper slope (labelled as 51) compared to Cantonese T4 
(labelled as 21). 
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being generalizable to other segmental sequences can be questioned. Here, our 
understanding on this issue is presented. 
With a lateral (voiced) consonant, Fo information is assessable throughout the 
whole duration of the target sequence lau-lau. Some deviations from our results are 
expected for different syllable structures: (1) consonants of oral stops or fricatives (all 
voiceless in Cantonese) or (2) stops in the rhyme coda position for entering tones 
(traditionally T7, Tg and T9). Those consonants leave substantial length of 
undetectable Fo regions within the syllables. Worse still, different consonant types 
cause different degree of Fo perturbations (House & Fairbanks，1953). Whether the Fq 
contours still align with the whole syllable or just the voiced portion is left for further 
research. Preliminary results on syllable-final nasals (Xu, 1998) indicate it is the 
former case. 
Durational differences between tones were removed by time-normalization in 
Experiment 2. One possible confusion is thus created for the two rising tones (T2, T5) 
due to the fact that information on slope of Fo-rise, observed from Experiment 1 and 2 
as one of the prominent distinguishing devices between the two rising tones, is 
removed. Fortunately, Xu (1998) provided a preliminary solution for Mandarin by 
demonstrating the invariance of slope of rise of Mandarin tone-2 under different 
speaking rates. Similarly, from a phonetic study of Cantonese rising tones (Wong, 
2006c), speaking rate does not pose statistically significant effect on slope of Fo-rise, 
compared to tonal specification (T2 vs. T5). In the same study, offset Fo was judged to 
be another significant feature for discriminating between the two rising tones, 
regardless of the speaking rate. 
In the current study, S2 is used to investigate carryover effect while S\ for 
anticipatory effect. In spite of efforts spent to minimize undesirable Fo influences 
from sources like consonantal environment and vowel height, this paradigm still 
suffers from several insufficiencies. First is the co-existence of both effects on the 
target words. Apart from influence from the neighboring syllable in the di-syllabic 
target word lau-lau, the preceding hoeiS and following leoiS also exert carryover and 
anticipatory effect to S\ and S2 respectively. To illustrate this idea, all the Fq contours 
of in Fig. 3 exhibit a common onset in the range 140-160Hz, apparently due to the 
carryover effect from the preceding mid level tone (i.e. hoeiS). As a result, one cannot 
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be sure how much variation is contributed as anticipatory effect by S2, Second, 5*1 and 
S2 are situated in different sentential positions. Related effects like 
declination/downdrift (Ohala, 1978)，and final Fo lowering (Peng, 1997; Lee et al, 
2002b) unavoidably apply on the two syllables differently based on their positions. A 
parallel tri-gram study like that in Thai (Potisuk et al, 1997) and Mandarin (Shen, 
1990; Wu, 1984) is needed to further eliminate influence from this factor. 
Apart from speech production tasks conducted under tightly controlled 
environment, answers to our query may be sought from another line of research: large 
natural speech corpus study (e.g. Peng, 2006). Findings from them can provide hints 
to generalize results from laboratory speech to natural speech, and accelerate 
application development in speech technology. Certainly, compared to controlled 
experiments, relatively large variety of uncontrolled factors contribute to the final 
surface speech signals, which must be taken into consideration when their results are 
applied. 
3.4 Summary of findings 
Fo contours of the six Cantonese basic tones produced in isolation were obtained in a 
tone production task. Basically, traditional classification of tones of "rising", "level" 
and "falling" correctly characterizes the Fo contours. Acoustic data were then 
compared against tone-letter proposals by different scholars, and among them, Bauer 
& Benedict's (1997) system provides the most accurate description. 
With disyllabic tonal sequences, our study shows directional asymmetries in 
terms of nature and magnitude of contextual tonal variations in Cantonese. Carryover 
effect is assimilatory whereas it is dissimilatory for anticipatory effect. Furthermore, 
with a fixed tone, the former one induces larger degree of Fo contour variations. 
From this observation, one may expect that the latter portion of a syllable 
shows more consistent Fo patterns given the same tonal specification. This points to a 
possible consequence of relatively heavier reliance on the latter portion of syllable in 
perceiving tonal identities of syllables in continuous speech, which is left to be 




Language is built on our perception and articulatory systems. Properties of different 
aspects of language, in particular, tone for this study, are thus expected to be tightly 
linked with properties observed from the production and perception systems. Based 
on the tone production results presented previously, we now investigate the 
corresponding phenomena in tone perception. 
Data from Chapter 3 indicate that in continuous Cantonese speech, tones exert 
influences on each other in both forward (carryover) and backward (anticipatory) 
directions. With reference to a particular syllable, variations due to carryover effect 
are much larger than those of anticipatory effect. An example for low level 丁6 is 
shown in Fig. 7’ where Fo contours due to carryover effect (Sj in Fig. 7a) converge to 
a level line starting at around half of the syllable S2, while Fo contours due to 
anticipatory effect {S\ in Fig. 7b) virtually overlap throughout its whole duration 
except the last 10% portion. Combining the two graphs, it is natural to predict that 
given a fixed tone, the latter portion of Fo contours are more consistent under different 
tonal contexts. 
From reasons of economy, less memory is required for storing templates of the 
latter portion of Fo contour, compared to that of the initial portion which shows more 
variations. Does our perceptual system take advantage of this asymmetry to rely 
primarily on the latter portion? If yes, what is magnitude of the bias? A series of 
experiments were conducted as an attempt to pursue the answers. 
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Figure 7: Fq movement plots from Experiment 2 showing contextual variations of Fo 
contours in both directions for Tg. 
First, two experiments are reported, a pre-test validation task (Experiment 3) 
and the main test (Experiment 4)，aiming to verify the mentioned perceptual bias. 
Following that, two further experiments are reported to generalize the results to (1) 
syllables with different intensity profiles (Experiment 5) and (2) contour tones 
(Experiment 6). 
4.1 Temporal distribution of tonal 
information 一 Experiment 3 and 4 
To observe subjects' performance in perceiving natural utterances, we find a 
validation task (Experiment 3) necessary to confirm whether our test sentences, after 
Fo manipulation, would still sound natural, as well as to verify if Fo manipulation of 
the target syllables would lead to perception results as we may expect. 
Experiment 3 一 Stimulus recording 
To facilitate our study of temporal distribution of tonal information, we chose the 
syllable [ji], (Ji in Jyutping), which is voiced throughout its whole duration. In the 
current study, we focused only on the three Cantonese level tones (high level Ti, 
16 The two experiments on temporal distribution of tonal information in Cantonese has been presented 
at the Second International Symposium on Tonal Aspects of Languages 2006 (Wong, 2006a) at La 
Rochelle，France. 
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mid-level T3 and mid-low level 丁6)，and those tones were associated with the target 
syllable ji. To approximate as closely as possible a natural situation of tone perception 
in continuous speech, the target syllable was embedded in a carrier sentence ngo5 ji4 
goal duk6 __ zi6 bei2 nei5 tengl” ("Now, I read to you the character — "). To 
minimize the audible Fo discontinuities at both boundaries of the target syllable 
resulting from Fq manipulation, the target syllable was designed to be surrounded by 
voiceless portions respectively due to preceding voiceless velar stop [k] from duk6 
and following voiceless affricate [ts] from zi6. 
30 test sentences, comprising the target syllable specified as the three level 
tones (Ti, T3, 丁6) embedded in the test sentence mentioned above, each with 10 
repetitions, were prepared. The recordings were obtained from a male native 
Cantonese speaker (the author) in a randomized order. The recording was conducted 
in a quiet room, with a Sony ECM-MS957 electret condenser microphone, and 
digitized at a 22kHz sampling rate. After pitch analysis by PRAAT, the Fo contours 
for the target syllable for the three level tones, together with their corresponding 
neighboring syllables, are plotted in Fig. 8a. Fo traces of syllables differ from their 
citation forms considerably: assimilatory carryover and dissimilatory anticipatory 
effects as previously reported (e.g. Xu, 1997) can be observed at onset and offset of 
voiced portions of zi6 and duk6 respectively. Fo perturbations due to voiceless 
consonants (Xu & Wallace, 2004) are present at both ends of the target syllable. 
Inspecting their Fo levels, 丁6 (mean Fo： 110 Hz) is located closer to T3 (mean Fo： 120 
Hz) than Ti (mean Fo： 137 Hz) is, matching their tone-letter labels quite well (Ti： 55, 
丁3: 33，丁6: 22). 
Then, one utterance for each tone, each from a pool of 10 repetitions, was 
selected based on least-square error criterion with reference to the mean contour 
shown in Fig. 8a. The three selected test sentences are graphed in Fig. 8b. Comparing 
them with the ones in Fig. 8a, the contours generally show similar trends in terms of 
their Fo movement, though trajectories in Fig. 8a appear smoother due to averaging. 
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Figure 8: Fo traces for the stimulus "ji", together with two neighboring syllables 
"duk6" and "zi6". 
Experiment 3 一 Stimulus preparation 
Observed from Fig. 8b, the target syllable JI, when specified with different tones, is 
associated with different contexts in terms of Fo trajectories. To counter-balance such 
context effect, all the three test sentences were used in our test. 
We imposed the Fo contours of the target syllable obtained in Fig. 8b on each of 
the three test sentences so that discontinuities in formant movement and intensity 
profile are minimized. 
Summing up, we had 9 combinations (3 carrier sentences x 3 Fo contours). 
Multiplied by 5 repetitions, a total of 45 tokens, grouped into 5 blocks, were presented 
to each subject for a tone identification task. 
Experiment 3 一 Procedure 
11 subjects (8 males and 3 females), all native Cantonese speakers, participated in the 
test. Tests were carried out in a quiet room, with speaker volume tuned at a 
comfortable level. The subjects were requested to identify the tones mentioned in 
given test utterances by marking the corresponding Chinese characters on an answer 
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sheet. For each utterance, three characters were given as choices, which were the 
syllables ji associated with the three level tones (Ti’ T3 and Te). The stimuli, arranged 
in a randomized order, were presented with intervening silence intervals of 4s (i.e. ISI 
=4s), and subjects had to make their responses within that period. 
Experiment 3 一 Results 
Fig. 8 shows the tone identification results from Experiment 3. In the figure, a column 
specified with Ci and SJ represents responses (shaded differently according to the 
answered tones) resulting from the carrier sentence from originally tone-/ recording 
(i.e. the one out of the three chosen testing stimuli with the target syllable specified as 
tone-/. A tone-1 recording, for instance, corresponds to the jil Fo contour in Fig. 8b), 
but with Fo contour of the target syllable ji replaced by a Ty contour. Under this 
naming scheme, columns CI-SI, C3-S3, C6-S6 are unmanipulated natural utterances, 
and they all yield 100% identification of their corresponding tones. For other columns, 
responses agreed mostly with the FQ contour of the target syllable (S parameter in the 
figure), regardless of the carrier sentence used (C parameter in the figure). Comparing 
those percentages, C1-S6 and C6-S1 gave the lowest identification rate (both being 
93%) among the nine types of test items. Incidentally, among the three level tones, Ti 
and 丁6 are farthest from each other acoustically, pointing to influence possibly due to 
the context (i.e. neighboring syllables of the target ji). 
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Figure 9: Identification results in Experiment 3, where responses mostly correspond 
to Fo contour of the target syllable. 
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The aforementioned observations are confirmed by a two-factor {carrier 
sentence, Fq contour) repeated measures ANOVA conducted, which indicated a main 
effect only for Fq contour, F(2，20) = 2375.127, p = 0.000 (taking p < 0.05 as the 
criterion). Conversely, neither carrier sentence (F(2,20) = 1.151, p = 0.336) nor 
interaction between these two factors (F(4，40) = \M5,p = 0.132) showed significant 
results. 
Results from this experiment suggest that with minor context effect, Fo 
imposition on the target syllable in carrier sentences successfully led subjects to 
identify the tone associated with the Fo contour. We proceeded to determine the more 
prominent portion, in our case, which of the two temporally divided halves, of the 
target syllable in tone perception. 
Experiment 4 一 Stimulus preparation 
We divided the target syllable into two equal temporal portions. Fo contours of 
conflicting tonal identities were then imposed on the two parts, producing 6 
combinations (T1-T3, Ti-Te, T3-T1，丁3-丁6，丁6-丁1，and T6-T3). Fig. 10 illustrates 3 such 
Fo traces in a Te carrier sentence. Jumps in Fo can be observed at the boundaries 
between the halves, however, these were not noticed by majority of the subjects for 
this test. 
, i T1-T3 
1 劝 丨 \ i .™--T3.T6 
_ 130 \ l/""^ \ i T6-T1 
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100 i 
90 1 ‘ 
duk6 ji z/6 
Figure 10: Examples ofFo contours after manipulations for Experiment 4, 
Summing up, 18 combinations (3 carrier sentences x 6 Fo contour 
combinations) were obtained. With 5 repetitions for each, a product of 90 tokens were 
prepared for each subject. 
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Experiment 4 一 Procedure 
The same 11 subjects proceeded to Experiment 4. The test procedure was basically 
the same as that in Experiment 3 except that this time, 10 blocks, each consisting of 9 
stimuli, were presented. 
Experiment 4 一 Results 
Inheriting the assumption from results of Experiment 3 that context effect only exists 
minimally, tone identification results for utterances from different carrier sentences 
are pooled together, as shown in Fig. 11. To facilitate discussion, hereafter,//r^/ tonal 
target (FIT) and second tonal target (STT) refer to tones specified by FQ contours of 
the pt and halves of the target syllable, such that, for instance, the T1-T3 contour in 
Fig. 10 is said to have an FTT of Ti and an STT of T3. In Fig. 11，responses are 
grouped into 6 columns according to the tonal targets (F for FTT, S for STT) of the 
stimulus sentence. For this experiment, there was no stimulus with two tonal targets 
being the same (e.g. F l -S l ) as only the comparative prominence of the two portions 
was at issue. 
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Figure 11: Identification results in Experiment 4, where responses are observed to be 
primarily determined by Fo contours of the latter half of the target syllable. 
Generally speaking, identification responses follow quite neatly the second 
tonal target in all the six cases, with percentages ranging from 88% (for columns 
F3-S1 and F6-S1) to 97% (for columns F1-S3 and F1-S6), supporting our conjecture 
that tone perception primarily relies on the latter portion of the host syllable. 
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Regarding the responses that deviated from the majority (e.g. T3 responses in 
F1_S6)，we can observe the patterns: (1) only T3 responses were given for ¥x-S6 
sentences; (2) only Te responses were recorded for Fx-S3 sentences (with one 
exceptional instance at F6-S3). Ti responses were not preferred possibly due to its 
comparatively long acoustic distance from the other two level tones; (3) both T3 and 
丁6 responses were obtained for Fx-Sl sentences. Specifically, a larger proportion of 
responses for F3-S1 sentences went to T3, while a larger proportion of responses for 
F6-S1 sentences went to Te. This is interpreted as evidence that the initial portion of 
the Fo contours in a syllable also plays a role in tone perception. 
To statistically evaluate the effect of different factors, repeated measures 
ANOVA tests were carried out. As our design does not include stimuli with the two 
tonal targets specified as the same tone (i.e. Fl-Sl , F3-S3 and F6-S6), a full factorial 
of the factors {carrier sentence, first tonal target, second tonal target) is not available 
for a three-factor ANOVA test. Instead, we broke down the problem into 6 two-factor 
repeated measures ANOVA tests shown in Table 4. Results of each of the tests are 
listed in a separate column, with the corresponding participating independent factors 
and thus tokens involved shown in the rows labeled "factors" and "stimuli included". 
Judging from the table, there is main effect only for the second tonal target {STT) 
factor, statistically supporting our observations from visual inspection. 
Table 4: Results of two-factor repeated measures ANOVA test results: An asterisk (*) 
marks an item reaching the significance level p < 0.05; f j andfi denote the first and 
secondfactor involved in the corresponding repeated measures ANOVA test. 
""“ T e s t # l Test #2 Test #3 Test #4 Test #5 Test #6 
factors carrier, FTT carrier, FTT carrier, FTT carrier, STT carrier, STT carrier, STT 
stimuli 
F3-S1,F6-S1 F1-S3, F6-S3 F1-S6, F3-S6 F1-S3,F1-S6 F3-S1,F3-S6 F6-S1,F6-S3 
included 
Effect 
F(2, 20) = 2.438 F(2, 20) = 0.115 F(2, 20) = 0.186 F(2, 20) = 0.092 F(2, 20) = 2.512 F(2, 20) = 2.068 
“‘ p = 0.113 p = 0.892 p = 0.831 = 0.913 /? = 0.106 /? = 0.153 
F(l, 10) = 0 . 4 7 2 F ( l , 10) = 0 . 0 0 0 F ( l , 10)= 1 . 8 0 3 F ( l , 10) = 7 6 5 . 6 3 3 F ( l , 10) = 28(5.780 F(l, 10) = 208.012 
‘ p = 0.508 p = 1.000 p = 0.209 p = 0.000* p = 0.000* p = 0.000* 
F(2, 20)= 1 . 6 0 7 F ( 2 , 20) = 1 . 0 4 2 F ( 2 , 20) = 0.623 F(2, 20)= 1.850 F(2, 20)= 1.391 F(2, 20) = 2.877 / , X / , 
‘ p = 0.225 /J = 0.371 p = 0.547 = 0.183 p = 0.272 p = 0.080 
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To summarize, through conflicting tonal information associated with two 
halves of a single syllable, Experiment 4 points to a perceptual bias in that Fo contour 
of the latter portion of a syllable dominates in listeners' determination of its tonal 
identity 17. 
4.2 Effect of intensity - Experiment 5 
We now move on to investigate the possible causes, intensity in this case, underlying 
the perceptual bias obtained in Experiment 4. While the perceptual bias is compatible 
with the tone production asymmetry reported in Chapter 3 and Experiment 4 was in 
fact motivated by it, the underlying mechanism for such bias is still unclear. Moreover, 
in its natural form, each target syllable ji ([ji]) in Experiment 4 surfaces with an 
intensity curve resembling an increasing function, as shown in Fig. 12. As a result, 
intensity measurement, which relates positively with the level of air pressure 
perturbation stimulating our auditory system, correlates directly with the perceptual 
bias obtained. It is thus interesting to study the role of intensity in determining 
perceptual salience. 
Through manipulation of intensity profiles of the test sentences, Experiment 5 
was conducted to serve at least two purposes: first, to study the contribution of 
intensity as a possible underlying cause of perceptual bias obtained in Experiment 4. 
If it turns out that the perceptual bias is completely determined by intensity, we will be 
forced to treat results obtained in Experiment 4 as an experimental artifact due to a 
particular choice of target syllables, and that the perceptual bias for each syllable in 
continuous speech will be predictable by its associated intensity profile. Also, the 
observed perceptual bias will then be independent of the asymmetry of contextual 
tonal variations from Chapter 3，the original motivation behind Experiment 3 and 4. 
17 In accordance with the tone production asymmetry obtained in Chapter 3，the target syllabley/ in 
Experiment 4 is observed to cause carryover effect on the following syllable zi6 (Fig. 8a), which may 
contribute as an extra cue to tone perception of the target syllable. This possibility, however, is 
eliminated by our counterbalancing design in which every one of the six Fo contour combinations 
(T1-T3，丁1-丁6，Ts-Ti, 丁3-丁6，丁6-丁1，and T6-T3) is embedded in all the 3 carrier sentences. 
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Second，If intensity is determined not to be the sole factor, we want to measure 
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Figure 12: Intensity profiles of the target syllable together with its immediate 
neighboring syllables used in Experiment 3 and 4, 
Stimulus preparation 
With PRAAT, for each of the 18 test sentences from Experiment 4，intensity was 
manipulated in two ways such that sentences of (1) flat intensity, where the intensity 
was flattened to a level equal to the average value of the whole syllable, and (2) 
inverted intensity, where the intensity at any time t within the target syllable was 
manipulated according to the equation Intemity{t) = Intensity{T-t), with T being the 
target syllable's duration and the resulting intensity profile surfaces as roughly a 
decreasing function, were obtained. The outcome of such manipulation is shown in 
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Figure 13: Illustration of effect of intensity profile manipulation, where waveforms 
and intensity profiles of the target syllable ("jil ") together with its surrounding 
syllables ("duk6“ and "zi6") are shown. 
Collecting all the manipulated tokens, we got 180 (3 carrier sentences x 6 tonal 
combinations x 2 intensity profile types x 5 repetitions) tokens per subject. 
Procedure 
Tone perception test sessions in the form of tone identification test were carried out in 
a quiet room, with 10 (6 males and 4 females) native Cantonese speakers participating 
in. Except doubling the number of tokens, all the remaining settings remained the 
same as Experiment 4. 
Results 一 Tone identification responses 
Results for this experiment are shown in Fig. 14，with the same labeling convention as 
in previous figures. For each combination, it can be observed that, STT dominates the 
tone perception results, though with different percentages (87.89% for "flat" intensity 
and 77.44% for "inverted" intensity on average, c.f. 93.23% for "original" intensity in 
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Experiment 4). Examining responses not agreeing with STT, we may find that Ti 
responses are rarely obtained in Fx-S3 (5 out of 600 responses) and Fx-S6 (0 case) 
sentences, similar to the results from Experiment 4. For Fx-Sl sentences, the number 
of T3 and 丁6 responses is observed to be affected by the first tonal target (e.g. T3 
responses: 72 in F3-S1 vs. 46 in F6-S1, Te responses: 23 in F3-S1 vs. 35 in F6-S1). 
This confirms again that Fo information from the whole syllable contributes to tone 
perception, with that of the second half being more prominent. 
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Figure 14: Tone identification responses from Experiment 5, where most responses 
obtained correspond to the FQ contour of the second half of the target syllable. 
To evaluate the results statistically, six three-factor {intensity, carrier sentence, 
first/second tonal target) repeated measures ANOVA tests similar to Experiment 4 
are carried out, as listed in Table 5. Roughly speaking, with p < 0.05 as the 
significance criterion, there are main effects for intensity (3 out of 6 cases) and second 
tonal target (all 3 cases). There are also intensity by second tonal target interactions 
(2 out of 3 cases). The global picture stays the same that the second half of a syllable is 
statistically significant in determining the tone identification responses. 
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Table 5: Tables of AN OVA results for Experiment 5: An asterisk (^) marks an item 
reaching the significance levelp < 0.05; fn (n = 1’ 2, 3) denotes the n'^ factor involved 
in the corresponding repeated measures AN OVA test. 
T e s t # l Test #2 Test #3 Test #4 Test #5 Test #6 
intensity, intensity, intensity, intensity, intensitv, intensity, 
factors ‘ 
carrier, FTT carrier, FTT carrier, FTT carrier, STT carrier, STT carrier, STT 
stimuli 
F3-S1’F6-S1 F1-S3,F6-S3 F1-S6, F3-S6 F1-S3,F1-S6 F3-S1,F3-S6 F6-S1,F6-S3 
included 
Effect 
F(1.9) = 7.136 F ( l , 9 ) = 9.458 F ( l , 9 ) = 3.243 F( l ’9) = 4.734 F ( l , 9 ) = 3.773 F(l, 9 ) = 16.191 
p = 0.026* /3 = 0.013* /? = 0.105 p = 0.058 p = 0.084 p = 0.003* 
F(2, 18) = 2 , 4 0 5 F ( 2 , 18) = 0 . 1 0 9 F ( 2 , 18) = 2 . 7 2 7 F ( 2 . 18) = 2.130 F(2, 18) = 3 . 9 3 0 F ( 2 , 18) = 0.952 
/J = 0.119 p = 0.897 p = 0.092 p = 0.148 p = 0.038* p = 0.405 
F ( l , 9 ) = 0 , 0 0 5 F ( l , 9 ) = 0 . 2 1 3 F ( l , 9 ) = 2 . 4 4 9 F ( l , 9 ) = 1 2 5 . 2 9 6 F ( l . 9 ) = 2 2 6 . 9 6 7 F ( l , 9 ) = 15.343 
f � p = 0.947 p = 0.656 /? = 0,152 p = 0.000* p = 0.000* p = 0,004* 
F(2, 18) = 0 . 3 2 8 F ( 2 , 18) = 0 . 7 0 3 F ( 2 . 18)= 1 . 3 4 3 F ( 2 , 18) = 0.357 F(2, 18) = 0 . 4 4 6 F ( 2 , 18)= 1.413 
/； x / j 
p = 0.725 p = 0.508 p = 0.286 p = 0.705 p = 0.647 p = 0.269 
F ( l , 9 ) = 3 . 2 5 0 F ( l , 9 ) = 1 . 7 2 0 F ( l , 9 ) = 0.865 F ( l , 9 ) = 6.231 F( l , 9) = 1 0 . 5 0 8 F ( l ’ 9 ) = 0.270 
""力 /J = 0.105 p = 0.222 p = 0.377 p = 0.034* p = 0.010* p = 0.616 
F(2, 18) = 0 . 4 1 9 F ( 2 , 18) = 2.193 F(2, 18) = 3 . 1 8 0 F ( 2 , 18)= 1.318 F(2, 18)= 1.780 F(2, 18) = 3.015 
/ , X / j 
p = 0.664 /J = 0.140 p = 0.066 p = 0.292 p = 0.197 p = 0.074 
F(2, 18) = 0 . 4 8 2 F ( 2 , 18) = 2 . 0 9 7 F ( 2 , 18) = 0 . 1 9 3 F ( 2 , 18)= 1.209 F(2, 18) = 0 . 0 8 2 F ( 2 . 18) = 0.007 
^ = 0.625 p = 0.1552 = 0.827 p = 0.322 p = 0.922 p = 0.993 
Results 一 Effect of intensity 
Tone identification responses from Experiment 4 and 5 are then pooled together to 
estimate effect of intensity on perceptual bias in tone perception, as plotted in Fig. 15. 
Basically, results are decomposed into components FTT, STT and intensity profile for 
closer examination and each data point is calculated from a pool of either 165 
("original" profile, 11 subjects from Experiment 4) or 150 ("flat" and "inverted" 
profile, 10 subjects from Experiment 5) responses. More precisely, each data point is 
from calculating the percentage of corresponding responses agreeing with the STT 
factor. The point F1-S3 (87.33%) for "flat" intensity, for instance, is obtained by 
dividing 131，the number of T3 responses by the total number of 150 responses (i.e. 
131 / 150 = 87.33%). To facilitate data examination, data points are associated with 
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different value markers (different vales of FTT) and line style (different values of 
6*77). Taking the points F1-S3 again, cross value marker denotes FTTofTi and heavy 
dotted line denotes STTofT^. 
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Figure 15: Performance comparisons between different intensity profile sets (1) 
Original sentences from Experiment 4; (2) "Flat" intensity and (3) "inverted" 
intensity, both from Experiment 5. 
A general decreasing trend is observed as intensity at the onset of the target 
syllable increases (i.e. from "original" to "flat" to "inverted" intensity sets), indicating 
clearly the role played by intensity in our obtained perceptual bias. As intensity 
increases, larger variability of perceptual bias is observed (e.g. 87.88% to 96.97% for 
"original" intensity vs. 59.33% to 94.00% for "inverted" intensity). One plausible 
explanation comes from the fact that subjects are presented with stimulus deviating 
further and further from their expected natural form (in terms of intensity). This 
weakness appears inevitable given manipulation of intensity in the current experiment. 
Roughly speaking, data points in Fig. 15 are clustered into 3 groups, according to the 
factor SIT, in the order ofFx-S6 > Fx-S3 > Fx-S 1. In other words, referring to Fig. 10， 
the higher the Fo level of the second part of the syllable, the more likely tone 
identification responses do not follow the STT. A preliminary answer to this query 
lies in presence of two rising tones (T2 and T5) in Cantonese, which are characterized 
by a rising trajectory during course of the host syllable. In other words, Fo level of the 
first half of syllable is expected to be lower than that of the second half, as seen by 
comparing S2 in Fo contours with S2 being associated with contour tones or level tones 
(丁6-丁2，丁6-丁5 vs. 丁6-丁1，丁6-丁3，丁6-丁6) ill Fig. 3f. Tliis FQ contouF similarity may turn 
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out to be a source of distraction for subjects making decisions while facing conflicting 
tonal information. This possible distraction, however, is not great enough to 
invalidate results of the current experiment, as no subjects reported target syllables 
perceived as ji2 or ji5, which are existent in Cantonese lexicon. 
CV is typologically the most common syllable structure. Together with the fact 
that intensity associated with vowels are generally greater than that of consonants due 
to different size of oral tract during articulation, a natural prediction is that syllables 
fall into our "original" intensity category more often than into "flat" or "inverted" 
ones. Percentages obtained for "inverted" intensity (ranging from 59.33% to 94.00%, 
with average of 77.44%) can thus be treated as a baseline reference of perceptual bias. 
Of course, before our results can be quantitatively applied to natural speech, much 
further research is needed. 
Furthermore, although a number of general patterns are obtained from this 
comparison, cautions must be taken when interpreting the results due to multiple 
varying factors involved: (1) subject pool, subjects for Experiment 4 and 5 do not 
exactly overlap; and (2) response pool size, each data point represents percentage 
calculated from 165 ("original" intensity) and 150 ("flat" and "inverted" intensity) 
responses. With control of these two variables, the comparison can become more 
reliable. 
After analyses of data from Experiment 5，we recapitulate research questions 
set at the start of this section and make responses to them. First, intensity does play a 
role in causing the perceptual bias obtained in Experiment 4’ as seen from the main 
effect obtained for tonal responses in some ANOVA tests, with higher intensity 
leading to higher perceptual salience. On the whole, however, it does not contribute as 
the sole factor. Second, with the "inverted" intensity profile set as the reference, we 
may conclude that there is an average of at least 77.44% perceptual bias towards the 
second half of syllables in tone perception in continuous speech. 
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4.3 Contour tone perception 一 
Experiment 6 
While Experiment 4 indicates the relative heavier perceptual reliance on the second 
half of the target syllable in tone perception, only level tones were included in the 
study，leaving contour tones T2’ T4 and T5 unhandled. According to our production 
data in Chapter 3，similar converging Fo trajectories are obtained for level tones as 
well as contour tones. Consequently, our perception system may rely more on the 
second half in perception of those contour tones as well. To confirm this, we carried 
out another perception experiment (Experiment 6) to verify the relative perceptual 
salience of the two halves of syllable in case of contour tones. 
Stimulus preparation 
Testing stimuli were prepared in a similar fashion as Experiment 4 by obtaining 30 (3 
tones X 10 repetitions) samples of target sentences, followed by selection of three 
final sentences out of those candidates based on the least-square error criterion. For 
this task, the Cantonese syllable lyun ([lyn])，which can be associated with T2, T4 and 
T5，is used. First, with the presence of a final nasal coda, near-symmetric intensity 
profiles were obtained, as shown in Fig. 16. Taking results from Experiment 5 into 
consideration, this design minimizes perceptual bias originating from intensity 
difference. Second, with a nasal coda in the rhyme, it is hoped that this experiment can 
shed light on generalizing our previously observed perceptual bias across different 
syllable structures (CVN vs. CV). 
— 職 , 1 I • 观 _ _ 
Intensity profile , ... __ „ — 
» ‘ __ .-z —、 一- — . — — —. _ 
• ‘ 、、 乂 “ 、 〜、 一 s 
(a) lyunl (b) lyun4 (c) lyunS 
Figure 16: Intensity profiles of target syllables "lyun “ used in Experiment 6. 
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With snapshots of the three selected carrier sentences shown in Fig. 17, we 
proceeded to manipulate the first and the second halves of Fo contours of the target 
syllable separately to associate them with the corresponding Fq contours from one of 
the 3 contour tones. Precisely, 9 (3 contour tones for the half x 3 contour tones for 
the 2nd haif^ combinations for each carrier sentence were created. Multiplied by 5 
repetitions, a total of 135 tokens were prepared for each subject. 
“ � i 广、、 
— 丨 二 ； 丨 ^ ^ ^ 
lyunS , i 
ao I ‘ 
duk6 lyun zi6 
Figure 17: Fo contours of the three carrier sentences used. 
Procedure 
6 subjects (5 males and 1 female) participated in this task, who were all native 
Cantonese speakers. The task was in the form of a tone identification task (ISI = 4s), 
conducted in a quiet room. Subjects were requested to make their choices out of three 
Chinese characters {lyun2, lyun4 and lyun5), each associated with one of the contour 
tones, when presented with the aforementioned tokens in a randomized order. 
Results 
Tone identification results of this task are summarized in Fig. 18. Columns in the 
graph are shaded differently according to tone responses. It is quite obvious that the 
second half of the syllable (i.e. STT) again dominates the perception of the target 
syllable, confirming our conjecture that the perceptual bias as in level tones is valid 
also for contour tones. 
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Figure 18: Tone identification responses obtainedfor Experiment 6. Responses are 
found to be dominantly determined by the Fo contour of the second half of the target 
syllable. 
To further confirm our visual inspection, a 3-factor repeated measures 
ANOVA with carrier, first tonal target {FTT) and second tonal target {STT) as 
independent variables and tone identification response as the dependent variable was 
carried out. Results are shown in Table 6，where statistical significance was obtained 
only for the main effect of second tonal target. 
Table 6: ANOVA results of Experiment 6: An asterisk (*) marks an item reaching the 
significance level p < 0.05. 
Effec t A N O V A results 
F{2, 10) = 0 . 4 1 9 
carrier „ 
p = 0.669 
“ 厂(2’ 1 0 ) = 1 . 0 7 9 
FTT 
p = 0.376 
“ F(2, 10) = 1 2 4 7 . 0 8 2 ~ 
STT 
/> = 0.000* 
“ Fi4, 20) = 0.895 
carrier x FTT 
p = 0.485 
F(4, 20)= 1.053 
carrier x STT „ ,„_ 
p = 0.405 
尸(8’ 4 0 ) = 0 . 7 9 0 
carrier FTT x STT 
/J = 0.614 
Inspecting Fig. 18 more closely, the percentage of responses agreeing with the 
second half of the target syllable ranges from 95.56% to 100.00%, being higher than 
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that of level tones (87.88% to 96.97% in Fig. 11). Comparing Fig. 17 and Fig. 8b, the 
contour tones show closer Fo movements during the first half of the target syllable, 
reducing the contrasting power of it, which may contribute to this difference, similar 
to the case reported for Taiwanese (Lin & Repp，1989). However, whether there are 
systematic differences in the degree of perceptual bias between contour and level 
tones, or the differences are just artifact resulting from experimental design cannot be 
determined at the moment, due to multiple factors differing between the two tasks, 
like target syllable, subject pool A systematic investigation to address this issue is 
expected to solve this query. 
4.4 Summary of findings 
In terms of temporal location within a syllable, our study unveils that the latter portion 
of a syllable is perceptually more salient in identifying tones in continuous speech. 
Contextual tonal cues, instantiated as Fo contours on surrounding syllables, contribute 
as well in hinting tonal identities of the target syllable. Based on the experiment 
paradigm, further experiments were conducted to generalize the perceptual 
asymmetry to syllables of different tone types and intensity profiles, 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
By means of experimental methods, we studied in this thesis asymmetries related to 
Cantonese tones, both from the production and perception perspectives, with special 
focus on the situation in connected speech. On one hand, acoustic data from Chapter 3 
show that tones exert more influence on the right neighboring tone than the left. On 
the other hand, tone perception tasks in Chapter 4 reveal that the second half of a 
syllable is perceptually more salient than the first half in Cantonese continuous speech. 
In this Chapter, these new findings are shown to be compatible with results from 
related studies of linguistics. We also relate our findings with synchronic and 
diachronic studies of tone changes. Last but not least, new questions are raised for 
tone acquisition studies. 
5.1 Tone Production 
In Chapter 3，two experiments were carried out to obtain the Fo movements 
corresponding to the six basic Cantonese tones in (1) citation form and (2) 
contextualized form. From citation tone production task (Experiment 1), the lower 
half tonal space was found to be crowded, with onsets of four tones residing there. 
Furthermore, tone-letter label proposals by different scholars were evaluated against 
our acoustic data, leading to the observation that Bauer & Benedict's (1997) system 
provided the most accurate picture of Cantonese tones. With disyllabic tonal 
sequences, our contextual tonal variation study (Experiment 2) showed the inter-tonal 
Fo influences in both forward (carryover) and backward (anticipatory) directions. 
Directional asymmetries were thus found to exist in terms of nature and magnitude of 
contextual tonal variations. Specifically, carryover effect is assimilatory whereas it is 
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dissimilatory for anticipatory effect, and that the former one induces comparatively 
larger variation of Fo contours for a given tone under different tonal environments. 
Given this tone production asymmetry, tones in continuous speech are 
influenced more by its left neighboring syllable. Here, possible linkage between this 
observation and some typological results on synchronic tone sandhi/spreading 
phenomena for both West African and Chinese tone languages are established. Next, 
based on our work on adult tone production, some suggestions on tone acquisition 
studies are made. 
Typology of tone rules 
In Hyman & Schuh's (1974) study of tone rules for West African languages, it was 
observed that tone-spreading occurs dominantly from left to right (c.f. anticipatory 
spreading do exist in languages like Auchi and Mitia Zapotec, as mentioned in 
Maddieson (1978))’ where spreading was defined as an assimilatory process. In 
another study (Zhang, submitted) on Chinese tone-sandhi systems, left-dominant 
sandhi systems (i.e. base tone of the initial syllable in a sandhi domain is preserved 
while other tones undergo sandhi, also named as first-syllable dominant type in 
Yue-Hashimoto, 1987) tend to involve spreading. In other words, in such tone-sandhi 
systems, the initial tone within a sandhi domain affects tones rightward through 
spreading, which is assimilatory in nature. These results are compatible with our 
observation from Experiment 2 that assimilatory contextual effects of tones are 
mainly in the forward direction (carryover effect). 
The match between the dominantly rightward tone-spreading observed in 
Chinese tone-sandhi systems and tone production asymmetry in Cantonese from 
Chapter 3 give a plausible bridge between acoustic data (contextual tonal variations) 
and phonological observations (tone-spreading, assimilation) made previously. 
Equally importantly, similar directional asymmetry of tonal assimilation observed in 
African languages increases the likeliness of the tone production asymmetry from our 
experiment and several studies on East Asian languages (e.g. Han & Kim, 1974; 
Candour et al, 1994) to apply to African tone languages as well. Of course, it must be 
noted that: (1) phenomena like tone-sandhi and spreading involve change of 
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categories while contextual tonal variations do not; and (2) the discussion above only 
covers tone spreading, leaving many other tone rules like displacement, replacement, 
simplification (Hyman & Schuh, 1974) unhandled at the moment. Anyway, 
contextual tonal variations and tone-spreading appear to be plausibly linked as 
different stages along the tone change timeline. Since experiments reported in this 
thesis do not directly address queries concerning tone change, whether our hypothesis 
reflects the truth awaits empirical verification. 
Acquisition of tone production 
In earlier studies on tone production of children (e.g. Tse，1978; Tse, 1991; Li & 
Thompson, 1977; Westermeyer & Westermeyer, 1977), due to lack of suitable tools, 
tone production accuracy was usually determined by impressionistic judgment by 
human ear, which inevitably introduced subjectivity. Now, with advanced acoustic 
measurement techniques, a further step can be made to conduct more objectively 
those studies and have the results more directly comparable with adult data. Tsay 
(2001) demonstrated such a move by employing a hybrid approach in which acoustic 
measurement was invoked to arrive at the durational differences between children's 
production of different Taiwanese tones. Similarly, besides impressionistic judgment, 
Yang & Lee (2006) also made reference to acoustically normalized Fo contours from 
child production data in their tone acquisition study. 
With such move, tone production accuracy has to move from categorical tonal 
judgment by transcribers to fine acoustic details obtained in the continuous domain. 
One must separately handle tones produced by children in isolation and in context, as 
vast amount of differences can be observed between the two in Chapter 3. Carryover 
and anticipatory effects can be studied and compared against adult data. In particular 
for continuous speech, tone-dependent consistent ratios relative to localized tonal 
space observed by Yuen (2002) can be another indicator of accurate tone production. 
If the TA framework (Xu & Wang, 2001) is adopted, accurate realization of those 
syllable-synchronized pitch targets can serve as a good reference of stages of tone 
acquisition. Finally, intensity and formant, which co-vary with Fo, are also candidates 
for consideration of tone acquisition. 
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5.2 Tone Perception 
On the perception side, a series of four tone perception experiments were conducted 
to investigate perceptual bias as related to tone production. Inheriting from the 
directional asymmetries in contextual tonal variations, the Fo contours associated with 
the second half of a syllable show less variation under different tonal environment. In 
Experiment 3 and 4, through associating conflicting tonal information with a single 
target syllable, our experiments revealed the perceptual asymmetry that the latter 
portion of a syllable is more salient for identifying tones in continuous speech. Two 
further experiments were administered as follow-up studies to generalize our 
observations to (1) syllables with different intensity profiles and (2) contour tones. By 
manipulation of intensity profile (Experiment 5)，it was found that intensity plays a 
minor yet noticeable role underlying this perceptual bias, as a drop in bias from 
93.23% to 77.44% was reflected when intensity was increased at the onset portion of 
the target syllable. For contour tones, the second half of a syllable was found again 
more heavily relied on than the first half in tone perception in Experiment 6. 
Here, this perceptual asymmetry in terms of different perceptual salience 
across the two halves of a syllable in continuous speech is first evaluated against 
various speech production phenomena like syllable structure typology and contour 
tone distribution restrictions, and is shown compatible with them. Next, the first half 
of a syllable, though shown not the most prominent in tone perception, is argued to 
play an important role in change/emergence of tone systems. Finally, some 
suggestions for perception studies of tone acquisition are made. 
Evidence from Speech Production Phenomena 
First, given the fact that CV is the most common structure among a variety of syllable 
types, amount of Fo information is temporally unevenly distributed and biased 
towards the latter half of syllables. Among voiceless consonants, stops leave a portion 
of silence due to vocal tract closure, while aperiodic air turbulence portions associated 
with fricatives and affricates bear no Fo information. These all contribute to lower the 
ability of the onset portion of syllables to bear tonal information. Correspondingly, it 
is less likely that our perception system relies on it primarily for tone identification. 
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With similar reasoning, tone bearing ability of the offset portion of syllables is 
lowered if the rhyme is closed with a voiceless coda (i.e. VC structure for the rhyme). 
Cantonese does have this kind of syllables, as exemplified by batl ("no") and baakS 
("hundred"), which certainly need separate handling. The global picture, however, 
stays the same that in Cantonese speech communication, the second half of a syllable 
plays a more prominent role than the first half in tone perception, and this is not 
modified much by those entering tones since they only occupy less than 10% of the 
syllables in everyday communication as previously reported. Whether the same 
distribution pattern holds for other tone languages awaits a detailed cross-linguistic 
study on the distribution of different syllable structures. 
Second, from previous studies on contextual tonal variations (Gandour et al, 
1994; Xu, 1997; Chang, 2003)，as well as our Experiment 2，contour tones are 
observed to exhibit their supposedly most characteristic rising and falling Fo 
trajectories mainly in the second half {S2 in Fig. 4b, 4e). Furthermore, for Cantonese, 
from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, the two rising tones T2 and T5 are 
distinguishable only by observing the second half the host syllable. These all suggest 
that tonal information for contour tones are packed in the latter portion of syllables. 
Third, a hierarchy of tone-bearing ability was proposed in a typological study 
of 105 languages on contour tone distribution restrictions (Gordon, 2001), which 
stated the relative tolerance of contour tones on different syllable types. Observed 
from the hierarchy, ending segments (e.g. sonorant / obstruent / null consonant coda) 
of a syllable play a prominent role in determining tone-bearing ability. In particular, 
only a small proportion of languages surveyed allow contour tones on syllables closed 
with obstruents. This restriction turns out to be explainable if our observation of 
perceptual bias is correct: phonetically, the ending obstruents represent a region 
where Fo cues are not assessable, or only minimally retained in case of voiced ones. 
This is equivalent to loss of Fo information at the ending portions of the host syllables 
(Xu & Wallace, 2004), which is perceptually salient according to our results. Thus, 
this significant reduction of available Fo information can be compensated by having 
less rich tonal information encoded. Absence of contour tones is a good strategy. 
Cantonese demonstrates this restriction well, where only the 3 level tones (Ti, T3 and 
丁6) can be associated with syllables closed with voiceless stops. A small number of 
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those entering syllables were found to undergo tone-sandhi to become high rising T2 
under certain context (Lam, 2002) though. 
Role of the first half 
Relatively smaller contextual variation of Fo contour in the second half of a syllable 
observed from Experiment 2，together with the dominance of the second half of a 
syllable in tone perception revealed in Chapter 4 form a match. One way of 
interpreting this match is that listeners apply constancy rules to factor phonetic 
variability (Fo variations due to carryover effect) out of the speech signals (surface Fo 
contours) (Ohala，1981). Stability of the tonal system results. 
The remaining first half, however, cannot be ignored considering the evidence: 
(1) while Fo onset of a syllable in connected speech is dominated by the preceding 
tone due to carryover effect, Fo movements do differ for different tones. Comparing S2 
in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4f, both Ti-Ti and Ti-Te Fo contours start at approximately 170Hz, 
while after then the two move in different directions to F� l eve ls of 165Hz and 115Hz 
respectively; (2) by counting the number of tonal responses not agreeing with STT in 
Experiment 4 and 5，it has been shown that the first tonal target also plays a minor 
role in tone identification. 
The first half is important in discussion on tone changes, especially in the 
development of tones from loss of voicing distinction of pre vocalic consonants, as 
demonstrated by experiments in Hombert (1978) and Hombert et al. (1979). 
Production of the English utterances ‘Say gi again' and 'Say bi again', differing in 
only voicing feature of onset consonant of the target syllable, revealed a difference in 
Fo movement, with the voiced ‘bi’ being associated with much lower onset Fo. 
Another experiment with a tone language Yoruba showed similar results, although the 
duration of Fo perturbation is reduced (40-60 ms for Yoruba vs. > 100ms for English). 
Besides, a perception task was carried out to show that the onset FQ perturbations are 
perceivable. Subjects were presented with synthesized [i] stimuli each specified with 
Fo contours consisting of a slope, followed by a level movement. They were requested 
to match it with another level tone with Fo adjustable by a knob. Significant 
differences could be heard when the Fo perturbations were more than 100ms long. 
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Following Ohala's (1981) view on listeners' role in sound change, 
perceptibility of the consonantal Fo perturbations implies the possible scenario in 
which listeners reanalyze Fo perturbation as part of the phonetic manifestation of 
tones, thus causing a shift in phonetic boundaries between tones and eventually a 
restructuring to the whole tonal system. At the moment, we have little knowledge of 
whether the perceptual bias in adults from Chapter 4 is innately wired in human's 
auditory system and present since birth, or it is acquired through learning processes. 
In the latter case, children turn out to be a more plausible source of tone change since 
the perceptual salience of those Fo perturbations (located in the first half of a syllable) 
is expected to be larger in the absence of perceptual bias, so is the chance of 
misinterpreting this contextual Fo variability as the intrinsic property of the associated 
tones, during their language acquisition stage. 
Acquisition of tone perception 
Previous work like Harrison (2000), Lee et al. (2002a) and Lei (2006) focused mainly 
on perception of tones associated with isolated target stimuli. Due to limit of attention 
span and memory capacity of subjects, special paradigms were used (e.g. "visually 
reinforced infant speech discrimination paradigm" (VRISD) in Harrison 2000) to 
derive the age at which infants / children are able to discriminate test stimuli based on 
their pitch differences. 
It is unarguable that language is acquired through usage and communication 
between children and their parents. As a matter of fact, tones as well as their host 
syllables are most frequently produced and transmitted by adults in connected forms. 
Even for monosyllabic items such as eel "car" and seoi2 "water", they are frequently 
reduplicated to become celcel and seoi2seoi2 in infant directed speech (IDS). As a 
result, infants and children are exposed primarily to contextual variants of different 
tones, rather than tones in their citation forms. 
Based on this observation, before the results of those lexical tone perception 
studies can be applicable to tone perception in continuous speech, we have to assume 
that successful perception of tones in isolation entails successful tone perception in 
connected speech, which may not be obviously true given the vast amount of 
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variations in phonetic manifestations of tones presented in Chapter 3. Moreover, 
existence of extrinsic cues (tonal context) from surrounding syllables certainly 
renders the perceptual mechanism different. Wong (1999)，Wong & Diehl (2003) and 
Francis et al. (2006), among others, demonstrated that extrinsic cues can even 
override intrinsic acoustic cues in determining a tone. Consequently, study of 
acquisition of tone perception ability is argued to be split into streams of tones in 
isolation and in context, analogous to tone production. How children can decompose 
those connected forms into individual tones to be associated with newly acquired 
lexical items is itself an intriguing problem. Among them, research of tone perception 
in context is suggested to be with a higher priority, as research outputs are 
immediately applicable to a wider variety of situations, compared to its citation tone 
counterpart. 
Chapter 4 has reported on the perceptual bias towards the second half of a 
particular syllable in tone perception for adults. For children acquiring tones, should 
this perceptual bias observable in the adult model be included as a landmark of tone 
acquisition? Or is it simply innately wired since birth? These are some examples of 
possible research questions. 
To sum up, the production asymmetry from Chapter 3 is argued to be linked 
with tone-spreading phenomenon while the perceptual bias obtained in Chapter 4 has 
been shown to be compatible with various speech production phenomena like syllable 
structure typology and contour tone distribution restriction study. In continuous 
speech, the most prominent acoustic cues of tones reside in the second half of a 
syllable, whereas the first half contains perceivable contextual Fo variations. They are 
argued to be possibly linked with development of tone systems, for example, 
tonogenesis from loss of voicing distinctions of syllable onset consonants. For tone 
acquisition studies, tones in isolation and in context have to be handled separately 
before research results become more directly comparable with those from adult 
studies. Among the two, connected forms should be emphasized due to their relatively 
high frequency of occurrence in everyday communication. Certainly, it is hoped that 
in the near future, studies explicitly stating the possible relationship and mapping 
mechanism between tones in their citation and contextualized forms are available to 
yield a yet fuller picture of tone acquisition issues. Finally, how well children's 
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pattern of tone production and perceptual bias bear resemblance to the adult model are 
argued to be possible indicators in those studies. 
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